INDUSTRIAL DESIGN PORTFOLIO

KAJ HALLGRIMSSON
SKETCHES
SIR IAN AND SIR PATRICK
SKETCHES
CICADA STUDY AND VEHICLE INSPIRATION
CERAMICS

VARIOUS PIECES
CERAMICS

“CRACKED EGG” VESSEL
CERAMICS

VISUAL PUN VESSEL OF THE PHRASE
"SUCK MY ASS"
PAINTINGS

‘BAR CHATS’, ACRYLIC ON CANVAS BOARD
PAINTINGS

‘LOCKER ROOM TERROR’, ACRYLIC ON PLYWOOD
HELMETS
DAFT PUNK GUY-MANUEL

HELMET MOLDS AND VACUUM FORMING DIAGRAM
HELMETS

DAFT PUNK GUY-MANUEL
HELMETS
WEARABLE ART PROJECT

DESIGN

[Sketches of helmets]

[Image of a helmet made from cardboard with wires attached]
HELMETS

HELMET DESIGNED TO CONFUSE AND DISORIENT WEARER

~ ELECTRONICZ ~

A GYRO SENSOR MEASURES THE ANGLE OF THE HELMET

BUILT IN LEDS, SPEAKERS AND SERVOS REACT TO HEAD MOVEMENTS
TRICOPTER
FOLDING FRAME DESIGN
TRICOPTER
FOLDING FRAME DESIGN AND PROTOTYPE

FOLDING FRAME ALLOWS FOR COMPACT STORAGE AND ABSORBS ENERGY IN A CRASH
WATCH
HANDMADE HIS AND HERS WATCHES
PADAUK AND BIRDS EYE MAPLE
WATCH
HANDMADE HIS AND HERS WATCHES